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Prototype Info 
F. C. Hibberd & Co Ltd, founded in 1927, built a large 
number of  industrial locomotives marketed under the 
'Planet' name. Standard models including the basis of 
our 18ton model used a Dorman 4DL (77.5hp) with the 
larger 20 and 23 ton models using a Dorman 6DLIII 
123hp. The engine drove through a WIlson 4 speed 
gearbox and then via roller chain to each axle. 

About the kit 
The kit is comprised of a fret of etched nickel silver detail parts and 
a 3D printed plastic body shell and detailing parts. Only simple 
folding of these parts is required and they can all be glued in place. 
We recommend sparing use of liquid superglue for assembly, 
ideally using a bottle with a thin applicator nozzle. 
  
Due to the nature of the 3D printing process, some support wax 
material may still be present on the body shell. The plastic used is 
quite brittle so handle the raw print with care, yet it is easily 
cleaned up and smoothed with a sharp knife and fine wet and dry 
paper or emery boards - and then rinsed in white spirit. 
 
The kit is designed to fit a Tenshodo 24.5mm wheelbase chassis. 
Please read assembly notes for details of how to fit the chassis. 
 
Please note this is a scale model for adult collectors and not 
intended for children under 14 years of age. 
 
Assembly Notes 
 
1 • Clean up the 3D printed body 
Use a fine wet and dry paper (640 then 1200 grade if possible) in 
water to achieve a smooth finish to the cab sides and top of the 
bonnet. It is also important to remove any residue from the smooth 
inside surfaces of the print. Once you are happy,  rinse the model in 
white spirit to remove any traces of printing residue or grease from 
handling.  
 
2 • Check the chassis 
It is suggested you run the chassis in gently before assembly, to 
confirm it's operation. 
 
3 • Chassis body fixing 
Add the chassis mounting piece (B9) to the underside of the body , 
noting the half etch is on the OUTSIDE of the fold, opposite to 
normal, to ensure the part folds flat back on itself. 
 

4 • Prepare the motor bogie 
Add the screw fixing to the top of the Tenshodo, this will  
slide into the etched mounting. If the bogie is loose a few 
layers of electricians tape or thin adhesive backed foam 
can be used to ensure a firm fit. 
Check the white metal weights fit without obstruction, 
however do not fit these until the end of the build. 
 
 

Fret A  
Parts A1-A9

Fret B  
Parts B1-B10

Fret C 
Parts C1-C6



Fit the footboards (B3) and rear 
buffer beam (C1). Cut out and fit 
the bonnet side panels (A5 and 
A6) noting they are different 
each side. Fold and fit the corner 
plates (B6) the folded end fits on 
the inside, 

The compressor cabinet is a 
seperate part, adding the front 
(C3) and back (C4) etched 
overlays before attaching to the 
bonnet. Select the buffer beam 
overlays (C2) depending on your 
choice of coupling. Fit the bonnet 
hatches (B4 and B5) and the 
axlebox etches (A9).

Fit the small panel above the 
compressor housing (A7) noting 
the band is at the base, and the 
side on the housing (A8) noting 
the band is at the top. Add the 
3D printed axleboxes and ballast 
weight. Fold up the cab top step 
(C5) and lower cab steps (C6)  
noting orientation. 

Add the corner rivet plates to the 
chassis end plates (B7), and the 
axlebox etch overlays (B8). 
Secure 3D printed sandboxes to 
end plates. Check fit of exhaust 
stack and superglue in place. 
Fold up the roof, the handle of a 
needle file can be used to roll the 
edges, but don't glue yet.

Cut the front buffer beam (C1 - 
the one without wings) and fit.  
Cut out the cab front (A3) and 
rear (A4), noting these should 
slightly overlap the cab sides 
fitted previously.

Cut parts (B1) and (B2) from the 
fret. These form the cab controls, 
note half etched form the inside 
of a fold. 
Cut parts (A1) and (A2) noting the 
side window is at the front of the 
cab. Glue in place by tucking the 
top edge under notch and check 
it is flush with the front edge.

Detailing 
In addition to the parts in the kit it is possible to add tensioning 
bars between the axleboxes and the centre ballast weight, and 
the back of the cab step (see photos of the finishing model in the 
instructions). Using the handrail knobs provided form the cab 
side handrails and cab rear handrails from 0.4mm brass rod. 
Secure in place with glue. Buffers, provided, should be 
assembled and trial fitted. If painting wasp stripes on the buffer 
beams then leave these until after painting. Windscreen wipers 
can be added from brass rod or staples. The exhaust should be 
added towards the end of the build, to avoid damage. Do not fit 
the roof until after painting. 
 
Couplings are left to the modeller to source, a slot for a Smiths 3 
link coupling is provided, along with the option of an NEM mount 
which will accept either a tension lock or Kadee. 
 
Painting and finishing 
The model is printed in a material that should be safe to use with 
most model primers, however we recommend the use of the 
Halfords ‘plastic’ primer. A wide variety of industrial finishes have 
been applied to the prototype over the years, from a neutral 
green as shown on our prototype, to white and yellow British 
Industrial Sand. Once complete, add the glazing from clear thin 
sheet styrene or acetate before securing the roof (B10), and 
finally fitting the chassis and securing the whitemetal weights at 
each end of the chassis. 
 
About Planet Industrials 
Planet Industrials was founded in 2019 and offers a range of kits 
and components in 1:76 scale specifically suited to industrial 
prototypes.  
 
This kit was designed by James Hilton, If you have any queries 
about the model or instructions please get in touch. 
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